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These legal considerations are based upon a legal opinion by one of the most renowned blockchain related law firms in 
Switzerland. Because of the following reasons money laundering laws do not apply to the emission of the bitcci cash token.

Legal considerations

bitcci is the only emitting and receiving entity of the bitcci cash token.

The bitcci cash token is a payment token and it can only be used as a currency to pay for products and
services inside the bitcci ecosystem.

It is not meant to use it to pay for 3rd party services or peer to peer transfers between third parties.

The main purpose of the bitcci group of companies is to provide technology and infrastructure services to customers. 
Compared to the main business activities of the bitcci group of companies bitcci cash is accessory.

bitcci cash tobitcci cash tokens can only be bought with cryptocurrencies. 
bitcci cash tokens cannot be bought with FIAT money.

The minimum amount to buy bitcci cash tokens is 100 CHF.
Above an amount of 25.000 we reserve the right to do a KYC / AML check to check the source of funds.

bitcci checks every crypto address with a AML scoring service. bitcci does not accept payments from addresses 
which have been blacklisted because of suspicious activities.

















The bitcci.cash Token is a payment Token, which can be used as a currency to pay for products and services inside the bitcci 
ecosystem. The interface for the bitcci cash platform is already working. In every bitcci owned product, portal or service can 
be payd via bitcci cash.

Sex-Workers & 
Club-Guests

Club Entry fees, Bar and restaurant consumption, 
Events, Premium Services, etc.

Sex-Workers & 
Online-Customers

Purchase of Advertisements, Pictures & Videos, 
and Live- Communication

Club-Owners & 
Business-Partners

Software-Licences, IT Services, Traffic and 
Premium Services

Club-Owners & 
Business-Partners

Agency services, Advertising, consulting 
& analysis

The purpose of the bitcci cash Token



Capping

Burning

Pausing

Blacklisting

Blockchain & Standard:                   Ticker:                     Symbol

Ethereum / ERC20                            bitcca

The bitcci cash token smart contract can use:

This implies that the maximum supply of the bitcci cash token can never go beyond the cap.

The token supply can be reduced by burning tokens. bitcci can buy back bitcci cash token from regular 
market in the future and burn the same amount thus decreasing the total supply and eventually increasing 
the value of the token.

ThThe smart contract of the bitcci cash Token is pausable thus giving bitcci a chance to halt all the token 
transfers when the token is in paused state. This will make sure that in case of any attack/hack on a 
centralised hot/cold wallet of an exchange, the attackers are not able to liquidate any funds that might 
harm the ecosystem.

Suspicious ETH addresses can be blacklisted.
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SMART CONTRACT ADDRESS:

Token Mechanics

https://etherscan.io/token/0xe4d75e9b493458d032a5c3cc1ee9b0712c1ece06


Token Audit

The code of the bitcci cash token smart contract has been thoroughly audited by auditing companies to ensure the security 
for all token holders. The audit reports can be checked here.
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Token Code & Audit

https://github.com/bitcci-AG/bitcci-cash
https://bitcci.to/assets/contractAudits/bitcci- cash-Token_Smart-Contract-audit1.pdf
https://bitcci.to/assets/contractAudits/bitcci- cash-Token_Smart-Contract-audit2.pdf
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All buyers, who have bought bitcci cash Tokens during ICO can use their bitcci cash Tokens immediately. The bitcci team 
members are partially locked. Only 5% of their bitcci.cash Tokens will be unlocked per month. The bitcci founder, Christoph 
Elbert holds 5% of all bitcci.cash Tokens /all of his his Tokens are locked for 12 months. After the 12 month locking period, 
only 5% of Christophs Tokens will be unlocked per month.

Circulating supply:

The number of bitcci cash Tokens are limited. 100B tokens will be minted. 
80B Tokens will be sent to the graveyard address, so only 20 B Tokens remain in the circulating supply

20.000.000.000 Tokens

For Sale in ICO:

50% of the bitcci cash Token amount will be sold during the ICO to new Token holders. 
So a large number of individuals hold the major part of all bitcci cash Tokens.

10.000.000.000 Tokens

Long term approach:

The Tokens from the bitcci founder Christoph Elbert are fully locked for 12 months.
Presale Investors and the bitcci Team are locked too. Only 5% of their Tokens are unlocked per month.

Team Tokens are locked

Token Allocation


